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Introduction

Shared task [1] to automatically
• find propagandistic snippets in news articles
• determine which of 14 propaganda techniques is used
in each such fragment
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Embeddings
• BERT base uncased [2]
• (GloVe, small) [3]

Features
• Match with rhetorically
salient phrase patterns [4]
• Positive/negative
sentiment [5]
• POS tag [6]

Results
Character-level F1: 43.9% (rank 8/35); recall > precision
(Corrected evaluation:* 43.6%; 12/35)
• GloVe (recall↑, precision↓) vs. BERT (recall↓,
precision↑, F1↑)
• Features: precision↗ (at the cost of some recall)
• Majority voting: precision↗, more stable performance
• Span merging: recall↗

Repetition︷ ︸︸ ︷
it’s inevitable that this bacterial infection [...] will become resistant
to antibiotics. [...] But experts warn that [...] antibiotics resistance is
inevitable and making this disease much more terrifying.︸ ︷︷ ︸

Appeal to fear/prejudice

Identifying propaganda techniques
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• Repetition pre-processing: Enhance fragments with
’repetition’ label (train) or that appear elsewhere in
the same article (dev/test) with duplicate
• Repetition post-processing: Classify all duplicates of a
fragment within an article as ‘repetition’
• Additional model predicts extra label for instances
with 2+ classes

*The shared task’s evaluation script contained a bug that was fixed after the competition ended.

Identifying propaganda techniques cont’d

• Embeddings: BertForSequenceClassification [7]
• Classifier: MLP (SVM, linear classifier)

Features
• Phrase pattern in rhetorical lexicon [4]
• Nationality/religion, country/city [6]
• Question mark
• (More named entities, emotion [8], sequence length,
# of repetitions)

Results
Micro F1: 57.4% (rank 8/31)
(Corrected evaluation:* 58.9%; 6/31)
• Repetition pre- and postprocessing: F1↑
• Classifier choice: minor effect
• (Some) feature combinations: stability↗, F1↗
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